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Make critical business
decisions for your people —
immediately
The challenge

Our solution

64%

What if you could maintain
connection with your people,
boost productivity and trust,
and mitigate risks?

of companies do not have
processes and systems in place
to track all of their workforce.
Source: PwC, Covid-19 Navigator,
as of March 25, 2020

Check-In is a precision insights platform
that keeps you connected to your
people and provides a near real-time
view of your workforce productivity
and risk exposure, so you can quickly
take action and reduce impact.

Status Connect

Automatic Contract Tracing

Know what’s happening with your people

Provide a lower-risk workplace

Connect with and empower your people by giving them the
ability to notify you about changing conditions. Get a realtime view of productivity and better understand daily work
status so you can provide support exactly where
it’s needed.

Quickly identify employees who may have come into
contact with an impacted person in your workspace,
allowing leadership to take immediate actions to limit the
risk of further exposure.

Forecast and identify trends
with accuracy and speed
Identify hot spots and trends by city or business
unit to understand which issues are systemic
and within your control; shift high-priority
work as resource availability evolves.

The Check-In
difference
Build confidence,
reduce risk and
support your
people—now
PwC

(Coming Q2)

Pinpoint exposures so you can
target your response
Know precisely which employees have potential exposure
so you can avoid shutting down operations or sending
entire teams home in the absence of solid information
about risk exposure.

Privacy-led
design

Use tech you
already have

Provides
transparency

We place user protection,
privacy and trust above
everything else. Access and
retention controls further
protect users and their
data.

Check-In is accessible on
laptops, desktops, Android
and iOs and does not
require VPN. No additional
hardware is required, and
using location services
means less battery drain.

Access precise proximity
information with no
incremental hardware or
infrastructure, and receive
near real-time information
about whether your people
may be at risk of exposure.

Be ready for now—and prepared for the future. Stay connected
with your people, keep them in the know about exposure and
make sure they have the resources and information they need
to thrive, so you can help reduce risk to your business.

How can Check-In help you help employees and mitigate risk?
Pinpoint employee work modes

View your people’s status daily

Understand where your people are working—remotely,
from an office, in another location—in seconds. Identify
those not able to work so you can deploy resources where
they’re needed.

Utilize the administrator’s aggregated dashboard to learn
more about check-ins by city and business unit, along with
information regarding effectiveness and resource needs.

Execute with speed and precision

Realize blockers and impediments
Quickly spot daily and trending insights, and learn about
productivity and technology blockers to drive decision
making around technology deployments, HR policy
changes and priority work reassignment.

Contain a crisis with critical speed and accuracy; every
minute lost could be another person exposed. Authorized
personnel in your company can receive a list of at-risk
employees derived via the automatic tracing data.

Fulfill your responsibility to your employees
Carry out your responsibility to your employees no matter
the situation. Automatic contract tracing allows you to
effectively and precisely identify employees when they may
have come into contact with a contagious colleague.

Maintain the privacy of your people
Collect proximity information anonymously. Information is
not traced unless an authorized administrator is notified of
a risk. Communication is decided on/maintained only by
your company; PwC never makes contact with employees.
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